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Introduction
Renault e.dams is the most successful team in the
short history of the FIA Formula E Championship.
With two teams’ championship titles, one driver
title and nine wins, it has set the benchmark since
the series inception in 2014.
Managed by four time Formula One World
Champion Alain Prost and iconic team DAMS
founder Jean-Paul Driot, the team has strong
technical support from Renault Sport Racing,
the hugely successful manufacturer-backed
motorsport operation that encompasses racing
disciplines from Formula One to endurance racing.

A world leader in electric mobility with its
ground-breaking Z.E. range, Renault has
embraced the innovative series’ potential and
seized the opportunity to demonstrate its
expertise on an international platform. Using
its motorsport engine hub at Viry-Châtillon, it
has developed one of the most powerful and
technically advanced powertrains in the field.

With drivers’ champion Sébastien Buemi and
hard-charging Nicolas Prost at the wheel,
the team now enters the third season of the
championship even more hungry for success. It
has just one objective : to win.

The constant innovation we see on the road is reflected
in the FIA Formula E Championship
Over the past ten years Groupe Renault has put
a significant amount of investment into its zero
emission programme. In Europe, it is now the
largest manufacturer of electric cars, with the
flagship ZOE, and the group keeps expanding its
electric vehicle markets, notably with the iconic
Twizy’s global success.
The constant innovation we see on the road is
reflected in the FIA Formula E Championship. I
can genuinely say it is one of the most ground-

breaking championships we have encountered.
You just have to look at the way they embrace
social media, online gaming, new venues, fan
engagement and genuine novelty such as the
new driverless Roborace providing an insight
into a possible future of motorsport.
To this end, our efforts on the road are reflected
in the sustained push from the Renault e.dams
team in the championship. Participating brings
enormous benefits, but winning gives us even

more momentum going forward. It is in this vein
that we enter Season 3: we know that things
change very rapidly in motorsports, but nothing
will ever take away Renault’s dominance of in
the first years of this championship.

Cyril ABITEBOUL
Managing Director of Renault Sport Racing

Team Management
Jean-Paul Driot
Senior Team Manager
Twitter : @jpdriot
Jean-Paul Driot has enjoyed significant
sporting success for almost 30 years.
Leading DAMS since its formation, he
has steered it to a host of international
championships, most notably in Formula
One’s official feeder category, the GP2 series,
and its forerunner, International F3000, as well
as in Formula Renault 3.5.
But perhaps his greatest achievement has
been uncovering and nurturing young talent.
Driot has been instrumental in the career
development of several racing stars, placing
his faith and the DAMS team’s support
behind talents like Romain Grosjean, Kevin
Magnussen and Carlos Sainz Jr on their ascent
to F1.
When the time came to get involved
with the ground-breaking FIA Formula E
Championship, Driot immediately seized the
opportunity. A firm believer in the concept
of racing fully-electric single-seater cars, the
famed team owner joined forces with F1
legend Alain Prost to launch e.dams, now
competing as Renault e.dams in partnership
with the French car maker.
As well as single-seater racing, Driot has also
led the team in successful endurance racing
programmes at prestigious events such as
the Le Mans 24 Hours, and in the Porsche
Supercup.
Additionally Jean-Paul is heavily involved
with the French motor racing industry and
has held several notable positions, including
President of the FFSA circuit commission in
the late 90s and within the ACF (Automobile
Club de France). His contribution has seen
him awarded the Chevalier de l’Ordre National
du Mérite and Gold Medal from the French
Ministry of Sports.

Q&A
Renault e.dams goes into Season 3 as
the reigning double FIA Formula E teams’
champion. How does that feel?
We can only be satisfied with our results
in Season 2 as we won the two titles - the
teams’ and drivers’. Overall it was a very good
season, with several wins and pole positions.
Our only regret is the finale in London. It was
very disappointing in the way it unfolded, and
it was a great shame we could not win in the
traditional manner or that Sébastien could
show his true form.
However, we are happy with the season
overall: we learnt a lot and now we have to put
everything we learnt into practice to achieve
what we want to do this year. I am happy
with the team in general and we are looking
forward to getting going again in what looks
to be a very strong series yet again.
After so much success, how do you keep the
team’s motivation high?
The answer comes from the question. When
you have won, you want to keep winning.
Motivation is higher than ever, and it is highest
when the competition is intense and the gaps
between competitors very tight. We need to
keep on top of everything and keep pushing.
Have you changed anything in the team
between seasons?
We have changed our technical structure a
little to make ourselves more agile. There are
many new software systems that are deeply
sophisticated so we have reflected this in our
structure to be able to fully capitalise on the
updates.
You have two very competitive drivers.
What do you see as their individual
strengths?
One is much calmer than the other, so we

have a good balance between the two
characters. But both have strong points.
Nico is very good in race conditions as he
makes very few errors in race trim and he is
quick. Sébastien can be quicker over one lap,
although Nico has got a lot closer. Both drivers
have raised their overall level, and that of the
team too, so I believe we have a very good
line-up. We know them very well, they know us
well too and that is very important: we have
a good osmosis between drivers, team and
management.
This year we are visiting several new
circuits. What are your initial impressions of
the calendar?
It’s great to go to New York, particularly
alongside Paris. They are two great world
cities – it’s a shame we don’t go to London
this year to complete the trio, but we hope we
will return one day. The addition of Montreal
is also a very strong point – the Quebecois
are extraordinary people in terms of welcome,
joie de vivre, and their love for sport, so we
are very happy to go there. We also have
several exciting cities, such as Hong Kong and
Brussels, who are very keen to host events.
It shows the interest in the series and that
it’s growing all the time. For teams as well
it’s exciting to discover new tracks as we
can show how quickly and efficiently we can
react to different circuits and a new set of
parameters.
What are the team’s objectives this season?
The same as usual – to win both
championships, win races and to get the
maximum amount of points possible.

Alain Prost
Senior Team Manager
Twitter : @prost_official
Instagram: prost_official

Alain Prost is one of motorsport’s genuine
legends. A four-time Formula One World
Champion with 51 victories to his name, his
racing duels have gone down in history as
some of the most exciting ever.
Alain Prost was born in 1955 near Saint
Chamond in the Loire region of central France.
He threw himself into many sports and even
considered football as a professional career.
However a chance encounter with kart racing
on a family holiday grew into a passion and
in 1974 he left school to become a full-time
racer. His first title came the following year
in the French senior karting championship,
his prize for which was a season in Formula
Renault. He would win two titles in the
category before moving to Formula Three. In
1978 and 1979 he won both the French and
European F3 championships, by which time he
was on the shopping lists of several Formula
One teams. After carefully considering his
options he chose to sign with McLaren for
1980.
In his first Formula One season – one of the
most competitive periods ever seen – he
finished in the points four times. For the 1981
season he signed for the Renault team. He
would not have to wait long for his first win,
which came on home soil in the 1981 French
Grand Prix at Dijon. The victories just kept
coming: he had nine during his three seasons
with Renault, including at Monza, Silverstone
and the Osterreichring.
In 1984 Alain returned to McLaren and
a remarkable era began. In six seasons
Alain won a total of 30 races, three World
Championships and was runner-up twice.
He became the first French World Champion
in 1985, the first back-to-back champion
since Jack Brabham in 1986 and, in 1987, his
28th Grand Prix victory beat Jackie Stewart’s
14-year-old record.
In 1988, Prost contributed seven wins to his
McLaren-Honda team’s season dominance

with 15 victories from 16 races. However,
a sensational rivalry was the headline act.
New team-mate Ayrton Senna won eight
races and the title, but the on – and often
off-track – battles pushed each driver to new,
unprecedented heights of success. The two
continued McLaren’s domination throughout
1989, with Alain proving victorious that year.
In 1990 Alain signed for Ferrari and won five
races. Again, the championship went down to
the wire, but it was Senna who took the win
this time. 1991 was a difficult year and Alain
took a sabbatical in 1992, only to return in
1993 with Williams. He would win seven more
races - bringing his total to a then record 51 and take his fourth driving title.
Alain retired on a high at the end of the
season. He has gone on to several different
ventures inside and outside Formula 1, with
Renault e.dams one of the most ambitious,
but ultimately most successful, endeavours.
Q&A
What are the team’s objectives for this
year?
Our aims are the same as the past two years.
We won the teams’ title in the last two years
and the drivers’ title last year so our goals
necessarily have to be very high. This year,
however, we appreciate it will be more difficult,
but the motivation is just the same, even if we
are conscious that this year it will be a harder
task.
What do you think are the strengths of the
Renault e.dams team?
We have a good operational team and a
good partner in Renault, who brings strong
technical support. We also have two strong
drivers that are very complementary and get
on very well. In all areas there is co-operation
and cohesion, which is incredibly important
in the team championship. Our drivers want
to win races and ultimately the title, but they
recognise the importance of doing well for

the team. It is a real credit to them that they
work well together and with the engineers
in the team to be the best they can and try
to improve the whole package in terms of
performance and reliability.
What do you think will be the biggest
challenge this year?
The technical challenge is the same as last
year, but it will be more complicated as there
is even greater competition. There are more
teams that are capable of winning. As a result
we need to be competitive on every weekend
and in every race to not miss any opportunity
to score points. Any error in one or two races
will cost a lot, so the biggest challenge will be
to have a consistent performance throughout
the year.
What do you think of the new circuits on
the calendar?
It’s a very innovative calendar in terms of
places we visit. We don’t know the tracks
before we go, so we will rely on simulations
and simulation tools before we get there, but
the experience of team and drivers will be very
important to make the most of the time we
have. But it will be the same for everyone and
we need to show our capacity to adapt.
The season opens in Hong Kong this year.
What are your thoughts on this particular
race?
We will only really get to know the circuit when
we get there, but on paper it looks good. Hong
Kong is a magic city and the backdrop will be
stunning. I think it will be a good commercial
success and will be important for Renault
and other manufacturers as it is close to key
markets. For us as a team we need to be
competitive from the very start as scoring
a lot of points early on in the season is very
important. It would be a pleasure to start
the year well with a strong result in such a
prestigious city..

At The Cutting Edge Of Technology
The FIA Formula E Championship stipulates
all cars must be run solely on electric power.
The powertrain consists of an electric
motor, inverter, gearbox, cooling system,
control electronic system and battery. While
manufacturers have freedom over the first
elements, a common battery is used between
teams. Each carbon-fibre chassis and aero
package is also identical and control tyres are
used, putting the emphasis on extracting the
maximum from the electric powertrain while
controlling costs.
The car is able to accelerate from 0–100
km/h (0–62 mph) in four seconds, with a
maximum speed of 225 km/h (140 mph). The
energy from the battery is limited to 28kWh
with a maximum output power of 200kW for
qualifying. This equates to about 270bhp, or
the power output of a Renault Mégane R.S.,
proving Formula E cars are at the forefront of
EV technology.

Inside The Formula E Car
Cars
The chassis are built by a French company
SPARK and are made of a carbon fibre/
aluminium honeycomb composite. They have
been crash-tested to the same stringent
standards as Formula One. Each of the teams
has four cars. The bodywork, wings and
suspension are also produced by SPARK, which
was established especially for Formula E. For
Season 2 the teams were allowed to produce
their own rear suspension. The settings need to
be the same on both sides and the wheelbase
has to be the same as in Season 1.
Motor
The motor takes the energy produced by the
battery and uses it to drive the wheels. In
Season 1, McLaren produced the motor but
manufacturers were able to produce their own
motor from Season 2.

Inverter
This component takes the electricity that is
created by the battery and converts the charge
from a direct current (DC) into an alternating
current (AC), which is used by the motor to
drive the wheels. For Season 2 the teams were
free to use their own design, with the main
benefit to be found in terms of efficiency and
packaging.
Gearbox
The gearbox is used by the driver to make the
most efficient use of the power delivered from
the battery via the motor. All the teams have
to use the same powertrain component all
season, but they can employ one joker change
for each element of the powertrain. Torque
vectoring – using a motor on each wheel to
effectively create traction control – is outlawed
and a common differential is used on all cars.

Battery
The unique point of Formula E is that it is
run solely on electrical power generated via
a lithium ion battery, which in turn powers a
motor. All the teams in Formula E use the same
battery. Before the start of the championship
it was decided that there would be a standard
battery to keep costs under control and not
incite a development race in the first few years
of the series. One battery must do a whole
season. The energy from the battery is limited
to 28kWh. One battery cannot power the car
for the entire race so drivers have to switch cars
during the race. For Season 5, a new standard
battery will be used, with the aim of doubling
the battery life and have just one car per race.
Tyres
Per event each driver may use no more than
five new rear and five new front all weather
tyres of the same specification. Michelin
supplies a control tyre, which has been
modified for Season 3 to give greater economy
of energy, leading to better efficiency.

Fia Formula E: A Technical History
Season 1
The first Formula E season of 2014/15 was
launched with identical cars. All teams were
supplied with SPARK-Renault cars boasting
the same powertrain, gearbox, chassis and
aerodynamics. The objective was to keep
budgets to a reasonable level and to allow
the championship to establish itself as a
stable, competitive series. Renault Sport was
engaged as a consultant to the championship
to assist with powertrain queries and also had
its own partner, e.dams.

Season 2
The championship was open to constructors
to develop their own powertrains. Teams
needed to use identical chassis, batteries and
tyres, but had freedom on the motor, gearbox,
transmission and control systems. The
objective was to promote electric drivetrains
over any other type of technology.

Season 3
After the big changes for Season 2, with
manufacturers being able to produce their
own powertrains, the developments for
Season 3 are more nuanced.

New Steering Wheel
The teams are also running a new steering wheel
with increased functionality to take full advantage
of the strategic options available to them.

New Front Wing
The most striking change to the cars is the
new front wing. The part is purely cosmetic.
It’s intended to create a strong visual identity
for the championship, clearly differentiating it
from other forms of motorsport, rather than
offering a performance boost.

More Regeneration
The biggest change in Season 3 in terms of
performance comes from the increase in the
amount of energy regeneration that is permitted,
which has been increased by 50 per cent from
100kW to 150kW. This will allow a larger strategic
window for the teams and drivers to exploit,
meaning that we may see greater differentiation
in race strategies, as the cars and drivers that are
able to harvest their energy most efficiently can
run for longer, allowing for a shorter, faster second
stint. In order to harness the extra regenerated
power, a new version of the battery has been
introduced. This is an evolution of the one used
in Seasons 1 and 2, but it still operates at 28kWh
with a maximum power of 200kW.

New Tyres
For Season 3, Michelin has introduced a new
version of its unique, treaded 18-inch Formula
E tyres. These are designed to be more energy
efficient, through having less rolling resistance
and reduced weight. They also come up to
temperature more quickly, and are expected
to have the same excellent longevity as the
previous version.

The Renault Z.E.16
The Renault e.dams Z.E.16 single seater consists of a SPARK-Renault SRT_01E chassis and the Z.E.16
powertrain developed by Renault Sport Racing at its engine operations base in Viry-Chatillon, France.

Renault Z.E.16 Technical Specification

Engine

Renault Sport specification
Single motor with high grade permanent magnet
Single inverter integrated with the motor
Maximum power: 200 kW (270 bhp) , regulated by FIA
In race mode: 170 kW (230 bhp), regulated by FIA
Braking regeneration power: 150 kW regulated by FIA

Transmission

Transversal Gearbox
High efficiency geartrain
Mechanical differential

Electronic

ECU: MAT (McLaren Applied Technology) Tag 400I
Control software developed by Renault

Chassis

SPARK bespoke for all manufacturers
Chassis/tub: carbon
Front and rear wing including spoiler: carbon
Bodywork: carbon and Kevlar
Front suspension: Steel wishbone and pushrod

Traction Batteries

Bespoke for all manufacturers
Weight: 350kg
Voltage: 600 Volts
Capacity: 28 kWh ( FIA rules)
Range: 25minutes (approx.) in race conditions

Tyres

Michelin bespoke 18-inch treaded tyres

Brakes

Two separate hydraulic systems
operated by the same pedal
Calliper made from aluminium alloy
Carbon disc

Performance

ACCELERATION : 0-100KM/H IN 4S
MAXIMUM SPEED : 225 KM/H

Dimensions and Weight
Overall Length

5000 mm

Overall Width

1800 mm

Overall Height

1250 mm

Minimum Weight
(incl. driver)

880 kg

Track Width

1300 mm (minimum)

Ride Height

75mm (maximum)

Q&A with Vincent Gaillardot
Renault Sport Project Leader
Vincent joined Renault Sport in 1989.
He initially worked in the dyno testing
department before joining the Williams test
team. He left Renault in 1996 for various
positions within chassis teams, particularly
with Arrows and Prost, before returning to
Renault in 2004 where he was responsible
for the electrical department before taking
up his new post as the Renault Sport
Project Leader for Formula E in 2015.
How has the Renault Z.E.16 evolved from
last year’s car?
We are really talking about an optimisation of
the existing concept we introduced for Season
2 rather than a revolution. We saw that the
powertrain we developed was very good so
our work has been focussed on getting the
most out of the car. We have worked hard
on optimising the powertrain efficiency and
car control. Then, in parallel, we have worked
to fully understand the specificities of the
common parts of the car.
Have you also looked at any specific area of
sporting preparation?
Last year we saw that qualifying and
particularly Super Pole play an important role
in a race weekend. A Formula E car is not easy
to drive over one lap as it’s heavier than other
single seaters so we needed to look at getting
the pace over one lap. We know we had
difficulties at certain tracks last year and we
have analysed and now understand why we
were not always as good as expected. Now,
going to Hong Kong we feel on top of things,
both technically and operationally.
Have you adapted the team in any way for
this year?
The competition is tougher than ever so we
need to adapt to keep pace or in front of the
others. While we have to homologate the car
for the start of the season and we can’t touch
the powertain during the year, (except for
reliability reasons approved by FIA), we can
change the software and control systems. This
is an area where you can find performance, so
we need to be vigilant and develop as much
as possible.

How do you prepare for the new tracks on
the calendar?
The first item we prepare is putting the track
into digital form to conduct simulations.
We look at the track and make sure we
are making the most of everything, then
do simulations with the drivers to look at
energy management and race preparation
in particular. But an important part of our
preparation is when we get to the track and
look at its specificities such as camber, kerbs
and surface.
How have you utilised the different areas
of Renault Sport Racing and the Renault
Group in developing the Renault Z.E.16?
As Renault Sport Racing we have two bases,
a chassis operations base in Enstone and
engine operations in Viry-Chatillon. We have
been able to cross-pollinate in different
areas, for example, Enstone has helped
us to optimise the chassis performance
and we are working with them to develop
common simulation tools. Within Renault we
have exchanges with several departments
including modelling, electric powertrains
and transmissions. We can benefit from
their expertise, while they can also use us to
accelerate their own projects.

How would you review the testing period
for Renault e.dams?
The end of the second test at Donington
marked the end of our validation and
development process for the powertrain, so it
was important to know we had no reliability
problems before we homologated the car for
the rest of the year. At the moment everything
looks encouraging. Even though Donington is
not the most representative track for Formula
E, with its quick corners and long straights,
we were able to complete our calibrations. We
know we are in the mix, but the competition
is very tight, and we can’t count any one out!
This year there are lots of manufacturers –
Citroen, Audi, Jaguar – that have big efforts
behind them, but you also have strong
independents such as Mahindra and Dragon.
Whatever the competition, however, our
objective is always the same: to win both
championships.

Sébastien Buemi
Race Driver #9
Twitter : @sebastien_buemi
Instagram : Sebastien_buemi
Championship record to date:
Wins:
6
Poles:
6
Fastest laps:
7
Total points:
298

Renault e.dams. Claiming three wins, three
pole positions, two further podiums and one
fastest lap, the Swiss ended his season second
in the drivers’ standings, just one point behind
eventual winner Nelson Piquet.

Sébastien Buemi has raced and enjoyed
success at the pinnacle of single-seater and
sportscar competition. In 2014 he clinched the
LMP1 drivers’ title in the super-competitive
FIA World Endurance Championship and
followed up with a heartbreakingly near-miss
for outright victory in the 2016 Le Mans 24
Hours. As the reigning FIA Formula E drivers’
champion, Séb is also the target to beat in the
championship this year.

He went one better in 2015/16 and secured
the title at the last race in London. Three wins
and three further podiums gave him his first
Formula E crown, which he has every intention
of defending this season.

The Swiss driver started racing competitively
in karting in 1993 and steadily climbed the
European motorsport ladder. In 2004 he was
picked up by Red Bull after graduating to
singleseaters and shone in Formula BMW,
finishing second behind a certain Sebastian
Vettel.

Details
Date of birth :
Place of birth :
Lives :		
Marital status :
Height :		
Weight :		

31.10.1988
Aigle, Switzerland
Switzerland
Married to Jennifer, one son (Jules)
177cm
69kg

Quickfire Q&A
Favourite place in the world ? Home, although I’m never there!
Favourite food ? Italian
Favourite drink ? Red Bull
Mountains or beach ? Beach – I come from the mountains so it’s
nice to do something different
Favourite track ? Spa
Spa or Monaco ? No contest – Spa!
Hot or cold ? Hot
Sporting hero ? Roger Federer
Languages spoken… French, German, English, Italian
Life goal… I want to win races!

Facebook : SebastienBuemi
Website : www.buemi.ch

How does it feel to be the reigning FIA
Formula E drivers’ champion?
It felt great right after the race and over the
summer – until we started testing and now
I don’t actually think about it anymore! I just
think about the new season. It’s always good
to know in the back of your mind that you have
won, but the off season is so short that you
move straightaway onto the next season and
focus on the first race, which will be Hong Kong
this year.

What did you learn from last year?
In 2005, Séb was German Formula BMW series’ I confirmed the learnings from the first year:
vice-champion and runner up in Formula 3 in
every point counts. Every point from fastest lap
2007. He maintained that momentum in A1
or pole position was very important at the end
GP and Formula Renault Eurocup 2.0 en route
of the year. The first season I lost by one point,
to the GP2 Series, Formula One’s official feeder the second season I won by two points, so let’s
category. He took two wins in the series, one of go into Season 3 and fight again! We know
which came having started 21st on the grid on it’s going to be tough and the competition
a damp track.
is very high but I just want to go and win as
many races as possible. I’m not thinking about
Séb’s talent ensured he was picked by Scuderia the title, just about getting going and winning
Toro Rosso to make his Formula One debut in
those races.
2009. He drove for them from 2009 to 2011,
taking part in 55 Grands Prix and scoring 29
Renault e.dams is now double teams’
points. He even finished his first-ever Grand
champion. What do you think are the team’s
Prix in Melbourne in the points. Since 2012,
strong points?
he’s been the Red Bull Racing reserve driver.
I think it’s the combination of the people and
companies we have in the team. Renault
Séb is also part of the Toyota driver line-up
built a fantastic powertrain; very strong, very
in the FIA World Endurance Championship.
competitive, and the team did a good job using
He has competed in the prestigious Le Mans
it properly. You can’t win with the best driver or
24 Hours finishing third in 2014 and coming
the best powertrain on its own – you need the
within one lap of an overall win two years later.
right mix.
Séb demonstrated his versatility and skill by
combining endurance duties with an inaugural
FIA Formula E Championship campaign with

You have a very strong team-mate in Nico
Prost. How important is that?
It’s very important. Nico finished sixth and third

in the two years of the championship, so he
is very quick and focussed. It’s good to have a
strong team-mate as it helps you to get the
best out of the car and push yourself to the
limit as well. You have to see what he can do
better than you, and do it as well. Even if you
don’t like to get beaten by your team-mate, it’s
good to have a strong one as you can improve
yourself.
What are the main challenges for this year?
There are relatively few technical changes this
year, but they are important. The front wing is
different and looks good from my point of view,
and the steering wheel is a lot more complex.
We have also had a change in tyres to help
improve efficiency and in parallel we have
tried to improve efficiency in the powertrain.
Technically everyone is going into our direction
on the powertrain so you need to really focus
on yourself and make sure you extract the
maximum potential of the car this year.
Who do you think will be your biggest
competitor?
At the moment Jean-Eric Vergne is doing a
good job and he has a Renault powertrain so
we know he is going to be strong all year long,
but other than that Abt look good, Dragon is
not far and Virgin as well – it’s not going to an
easy one. A small mistake will make you lose a
lot of places so having a faultless weekend is
going to be even harder.
What do you make of the new tracks on the
calendar?
I’ve looked at Hong Kong and think it will be
great. As a driver you always like to discover new
tracks and new venues. New York will also be
amazing, and I’m looking forward to racing there.
What do you like about driving the Formula
E car?
I like it because it’s hard. It’s hard to drive to the
limit and not make any mistakes, so fighting
with the other drivers can be very exciting.

Nicolas Prost
Race Driver #8
Twitter : @nico_prost
Instagram : NicoProst
Championship record to date:
Wins:		
3
Poles:		
2
Fastest laps:
2
Total points:
203
Born in Saint-Chamond, France, Nicolas Prost
has enjoyed a prolific career in motor racing,
having competed in some of the world’s top
single-seater and sportscar championships. Nico
was however a relative latecomer to the sport,
concentrating instead on a university education
in business management and a passion for golf.

Details
Date of birth :
Place of birth :
Lives :		
Marital status :
Height :		
Weight :		

18.08.1981
Saint Chamond, France
Switzerland
Married to Delphine, one son (Kimi)
172cm
61kg

Quickfire Q&A
Favourite place in the world ? At home !
Favourite food ? Probably pasta
Favourite drink ? Espresso
Mountains or beach ? Mountains
Favourite track ? I’d have to say Mugello in Italy
Spa or Monaco ? Monaco
Hot or cold ? Cold
Sporting hero ? As a kid, the skier Alberto Tomba as I used to ski a lot
Languages spoken… French, English, Italian
Life goal… To win a lot of races !

He began his racing career in 2003 aged 22
in Formula Campus after graduating from
Columbia College in New York. He continued in
the series in 2004 before entering the French
Formula Renault 2.0 Championship with Graff
Racing. Nico then joined Racing Engineering
for their 2006 Spanish Formula Three
Championship campaign where he won a race
and scored six additional podiums, earning him
the rookie title. In 2007 he remained in Formula
3 where he won races and scored six podiums
on his way to third overall in the championship.
Then, in 2008, he stepped up to the Euroseries
F3000 category and won the title after
displaying a remarkable level of consistency
throughout the 16-race season. Nico also
made his ice-racing debut in 2009, winning the
Electrical Andros Trophy series title that year and
winning the title again the following season. In
2011–2012, he joined father Alain in the works
Dacia team and claimed the rookie title in the
main series.

Facebook : Nicolas-Prost
Website : www.nicolas-prost.com
Furthermore he has also enjoyed success in the
Le Mans Series, Intercontinental Le Mans Cup
and the LMP1 Privateer class of the FIA World
Endurance Championship, which he won with
Rebellion in 2012, 2014 and 2015.
Between 2012 and ‘13 Nico dovetailed his
endurance racing commitments with a test
driver role at the Lotus-Renault Formula One
team where he carried out significant levels of
development work aboard the squad’s grand
prix-winning cars.
Nico joined Renault e.dams to take part in
the inaugural FIA Formula E Championship
in 2014/15 and secured the first-ever pole
position at the series debut event in Beijing.
The Frenchman went on to claim a second
consecutive pole at Putrajaya, his first Formula E
podium in Argentina and his maiden win at the
Miami.
ePrix. After a difficult start to Season 2 Nico
went from strength to strength, securing his first
podium of the year in Mexico and ending the
season with a double win in London to clinch
third in the drivers’ championship.
What are your thoughts ahead of Season 3 of
the FIA Formula E Championship ?
I’m looking forward to it. We know it’s going to
be a big fight again as from what we have seen
in testing the competition looks quite fierce. We
have been working very hard though so I think
we are more than up to the challenge.

Renault e.dams is the defending teams’
champion. How is the atmosphere in the
Nico’s smooth driving style and flexibility
team ?
would prove vital to his successful transition
The atmosphere is good, but you have to always
to endurance racing where fast, mistake-free
look to the future. Winning in the past is no
driving is essential.
guarantee of success going forward. You have to
work hard and you have to keep your motivation:
Nico made his endurance debut in 2007 and has it’s not because we won two years in a row
competed in various series in Europe and the
that we don’t want to win again. Everyone is
USA. Competing for the Anglo-Swiss Rebellion
obviously looking forward to getting going again
Racing team, Nico has contested the worldand doing our best.
famous Le Mans 24 Hours on several occasions,
recording a best finish of fourth overall in 2012
and 2014 and winning the LMP1 Privateer class
in 2011, 2012, 2014 and 2016. Nico also won
back to back Petit Le Mans in 2012 and 2013.

You won the last two races of the 2015/16
season in London. Does that give you more
confidence or momentum going into this
season ?
The races in London were great and it’s always
nice to win, and especially at the end of the year.
But, again, those races are in the past and you
have to look beyond that at the future and what
you need to do to win again. While it’s good to
have the confidence that we can win, we know
that it’s not going to be easy.
What are your aims in the 2016/17
championship?
To do better than last year. We finished third
in the drivers’ championship, but I had lots of
problems in the beginning that I would like to
avoid. The end of the season was very good so
let’s hope to keep that momentum going into
the start of this year.
How does the Renault Z.E.16 car feel this
year?
It’s good overall. Sometimes it is even very good,
but sometimes more difficult so we have to keep
working and pushing and do what we can within
the boundaries of the regulations. Sébastien
and Lucas di Grassi look like the strongest
competitors again, but Jean-Eric Vergne also
looks quick. Plus he has the same powertrain as
we do so I am expecting a good fight!
What do you think about the new circuits on
the calendar?
It’s always exciting to go to new venues,
particularly the very cool cities we have now
such as Hong Kong, Montreal and New York.
I don’t have much information on the actual
circuits right now, but with street racing the
best preparation is always to have a look when
you get there, look at the bumps and kerbs and
adapt the car and your driving style as you need
to.
What do you like best about driving a
Formula E car ?
I just love driving on the streets. The circuits are
narrow and tight and pass through some very
interesting cities – this wouldn’t be possible with
other racing formulae.
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Our History
Renault: 115 Years Of Motorsport Success
Renault has long understood the value of Mercedes and Henry Farman’s Panhard. The
motorsport and has been an active participant event took place on steep, twisting roads,
in multiple racing disciplines.
including a tough Alpine crossing. From that
point on, Renault would be a very serious
Renault’s first major motorsport victory came in contender in motorsport at all levels.
the 1902 Paris-Vienna race at the hands of Marcel
Renault. Three Type K lightweight cars were entered In 1906 Renault entered the first-ever Grand
alongside four smaller voiturettes to do battle Prix, held over two days on public roads outside
against the likes of Count Zborowski’s powerful Le Mans. Renault participated with its Type AK,

a lightweight chassis fitted with a 12.9-litre
four-cylinder engine. In spite of searing
temperatures, a track that almost melted
and more than 12 hours of racing, Hungarian
Ferenç Szisz won the race for Renault. Victory
contributed to an increase in sales for the
French manufacturer in the years following the
race.

The Jazz Age and Land Speed Records
In the 1920s and 30s, Renault focused on rallying
and the Land Speed record. In 1925 Renault
won the Monte-Carlo Rally. Then in 1926 the
9.0 litre Renault 40CV Type NM des records was
developed for speed trials, complete with a single
seat, streamlined coupe bodywork and exposed
wheels. It went on to achieve a 24-hour average of
107.9mph – significant speeds for a productionbased car of the day.

In the 30s Renault developed the Nerva Series
and continued with numerous speed record
attempts on the roads of Europe and Africa.
Powered by Renault’s second 8-cylinder in-line
unit and inspired by aviation engineering
developments, the Nervasport finished
second in the 1932 Monte-Carlo Rally, just two
tenths of a second behind the winner. Victory
came in the 1935 Monte-Carlo Rally, the 1935
Liège-Rome-Liège race and second place,
behind Bugatti, was achieved in the Morocco
Rally too.

But the car turned in its most spectacular
performance at the speed ring in Montlhéry.
In April 1934, a specially prepared Nervasport
won several endurance records in all
categories. It covered more than 8,000km in
48 hours, an average of over 100mph with
a top speed of close to 125mph.The highly
dynamic single-seater body would influence
the design of future Renault vehicles.

Shooting Stars in the 1950s
Renault recaptured the pioneering spirit of its
early days in the 1950s with further attempts
on the Land Speed record. After two years of
wind-tunnel testing, in September 1956 Renault
took the striking blue Étoile Filante (Shooting
Star) to the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah, USA.
The outstanding vehicle featured a tubular,
polyester-clad body and two large aircraft-like
fins. It was propelled by an innovative turbine
engine developing 270 hp at 28,000rpm and was

equipped with the Transfluide transmission.
In a nod to the aeronautics sector, it ran on
kerosene and was practically vibration-free
thanks to the rotation speed of the turbines.
On its first run on solid ground, its developer
Jean Hébert set a new land speed record,
peaking at 308.85km/h.

Renault followed this remarkable speed
achievement with further rallying success. It
entered the petite and innovative rear-engined
Dauphine in numerous events, including the
Mille Miglia. It took the first four places in the
1956 event and won the Tour de Corse the
same year. Two years later a Dauphine won
the epic Monte-Carlo Rally.

The start of the Gordini partnership
In the early 60s a sportier, high-performance
version of the Dauphine was produced by
Amédée Gordini, who had also created Grand Prix
cars under his own name. The Renault-Gordini
partnership proved to be highly successful, with
the classic R8 Gordini, R12 and R17 appearing
in subsequent years. The R8 Gordini in particular
excelled in rallies, hill-climb and racetrack
meetings and proved so immensely popular that
the Renault 8 Gordini Cup, a programme widely
considered to be the forerunner of brand-specific
championships, was created in 1966. The Renault
12 Gordini engine also powered the first Formula
Renault cars, with the first Formula Renault
French championship held in 1971. Many eminent

drivers and champions have since cut their
teeth in the formula, including Jacques Laffite,
Jean Ragnotti, Alain Prost, Sebastian Vettel,
Kimi Raikkonen and Lewis Hamilton.
Gordini’s facilities in Paris proved to be too
small for the ambitious activities, so a new
building outside the city was sought. The
ideal location was found at Viry-Châtillon. The
Gordini facility was inaugurated on 6 February
1969, and it was to be the launch pad for
significant and lasting motor sporting success
over the following decades.

The initial focus was on a new 2-litre V6
engine, which was officially launched in
January 1973. The engine soon proved to be
competitive in the prestigious European 2-litre
sportscar series. That was followed by a move
into the FIA World Sportscar Championship
with a turbocharged version of the engine.
Renault Sport was founded in 1976, and that
year saw the birth of a parallel single-seater
programme with the V6 engine in European
F2.

Le Mans success and F1 debut
In sportscars the turbocharged Renaults proved
to be incredibly fast, securing a string of poles and
fastest laps. Everything came together in 1978
when Didier Pironi and Jean-Pierre Jaussaud
scored a historic victory in an Alpine-Renault
A442B powered by Renault’s turbocharged V6
engine. Another Renault came home fourth. With
Le Mans success finally secured, Renault could
now focus on its other goal – Formula One.
The option to run a turbocharged engine had
been in the rules for many years, but nobody had
dared to pursue it until Renault. It had quietly
begun track testing with a 1.5-litre version of the

turbo engine in 1976, and a short programme
of races was scheduled for the following year.
The V6 turbocharged RS01 made its debut
in the 1977 British GP in the hands of JeanPierre Jabouille. Nicknamed the ‘Yellow
Teapot,’ the car retired from its first race, but
not before it had made a big impression. Four
further outings at the end of the year provided
more valuable experience. The education
process continued through 1978 until
Jabouille earned the first points for Renault –
and for any turbo engine – with fourth place
in the US GP. A move to a twin-turbo set-up

for the 1979 Monaco GP was one of the big
breakthroughs. The team had finally begun to
conquer the critical problem of turbo lag, and
Jabouille duly scored the marque’s historical
first win on home ground in Dijon, having
started from pole.

Rallying to victory
In parallel, Renault remained committed to
rallying. It won the manufacturer’s title in
the 1973 World Rally Championship, before
Guy Fréquelin won the 1977 French Rally
Championship with the Alpine A310 Group 5. The
Renault 5 Alpine garnered further fame with Jean
Ragnotti, who finished second in the 1978 MonteCarlo Rally. Ragnotti then piloted the Renault 5
Turbo to victory in the 1981 Monte-Carlo Rally
and the 1985 Tour de Corse.
Renault also ventured into rallye raids with the
Paris-Dakar Rally and a privately-entered Renault
20 driven by the Marreau brothers won the 1982
edition through the deserts of Africa.

In parallel, Renault’s F1 involvement began
to pay dividends as it finished second in
the 1983 World Championship with Alain
Prost. The Frenchman had taken four wins to
champion Piquet’s three, but missed the title
by just two points. The same year Renault
became an engine supplier for the first time,
joining forces with Lotus. Supply deals were
also extended to the Ligier and Tyrrell teams in
subsequent seasons. In Portugal 1985 Ayrton
Senna scored his first-ever GP victory with
Renault power, and the Brazilian proved to be
one of the stars of the season.

The works outfit was closed at the end of
1985 with focus instead directed at supplying
engines to other teams. Indeed in 1986 the
Senna/Lotus/Renault combination proved to
the fastest on the grid, as the Brazilian took
eight poles.

F1 success beckons
Renault officially returned to Formula One in the
late eighties, but this time as an engine partner to
the Williams team. In its first year of competition
the new partnership won two Grands Prix, and
two further wins followed in 1990. Nigel Mansell
– who had used Renault power at Lotus – joined
the team.
It was the start of an incredible era. By the end
of 1991 the combination was the one to beat,
and in 1992 Mansell proved so dominant that he
secured Renault’s first World Championship by
August.
Former works Renault driver Alain Prost joined
Williams in 1993, and he too won the title before
retiring. Further championships followed for
Damon Hill in 1996 and for Jacques Villeneuve

in 1997. Williams-Renault also won the
Constructors’ title in 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996
and 1997.
In 1995 Renault expanded its involvement
with a new collaboration with the Benetton
team. Michael Schumacher won the
championship in 1995, while Benetton won
the Constructors’ title – ensuring that with its
two partners Renault scored six straight title
successes between 1992 and 1997. Between
1995 and 1997 Renault engines won 74% of
Grands Prix.

Renault officially departed Formula One at
the end of 1997. Williams, Benetton and
later the new BAR team used Renault-based
engines under the Supertec, Mecachrome and
Playlife names, and work continued in a small
development project at Viry.
Renault simultaneously continued its rally
involvement throughout the nineties and the
Maxi Mégane was driven to victory in the Tour
de Corse in 1997.

An F1 return
Again, Renault’s official absence from F1 was to be
a short one. In early 2001 it was announced that the
company had bought the Benetton team, and was
to return in a full works capacity. The Renault name
returned as Benetton’s engine supplier that season,
and then in 2002 the team was reborn as Renault
F1 Team, with the chassis department still based at
Enstone, UK, while working closely with the engine
division in Viry.
In 2003 Fernando Alonso gave the new team its
first pole in Malaysia, and then the young Spaniard
followed up with his and the team’s first win in
Hungary. The following year Jarno Trulli gave
Renault victory in the most prestigious race of the
year in Monaco.
In 2005 Alonso was the man to beat as he won
the Drivers’ title and Renault took the Constructors’
version with eight wins between Alonso and teammate Giancarlo Fisichella.
Despite the huge change from V10 to V8
technology for 2006, the Renault F1 Team was

able to sustain its momentum. A further eight
wins over the season saw Renault fighting with
Ferrari for both titles, but Renault’s innovation
again proved victorious as it again captured both
the Drivers’ and Constructors’ titles.
Supplying other teams had long been a Renault
policy, and in 2007 a new partnership was
formed with Red Bull Racing. The dark blue cars
soon moved up the grid, and in 2010 Vettel
emerged triumphant as the youngest champion
in the history of the sport, while Red Bull-Renault
earned the Constructors’ championship.
As Renault refocused its activities around engine
supply, Vettel proved unstoppable in the World
Championship, breaking all the records as he
secured consecutive titles in 2011, 2012 and
2013.
Alongside Red Bull Racing, Renault supplied
Lotus F1 Team, Caterham F1 Team and Williams
F1 Team. Throughout the era, the V8 engine

developed by Viry-Châtillon dominated, taking
over 40% of the available wins and a record
number of pole positions.
Away from F1, Renault Sport Technologies
continued to develop its range of single-make
championships with Formula Renault 2000 and
the Clio Cup. And the Clio Super 1600 enjoyed
strong success on the rally circuit, winning several
international titles between 2003 and 2005.
The 2005 season brought the creation of the
World Series by Renault, following a merger
between Eurocup Formula Renault V6 and the
World Series by Nissan. Free to the public World
Series by Renault meetings combined top-class
competition with on-track F1 shows and family
entertainment for 11 years. The series was also
a springboard for most of the stars in the current
F1 field.

The start of a new adventure
In 2014, Formula One welcomed a radical new
wave of technology with the introduction of avantgarde powertrain technology. The new Renault F1
power unit revisited a previous engine generation’s
turbocharged architecture but combined it with
powerful electric motors and an array of advanced
energy-recovering devices that cut fuel consumption
by 40% year on year while delivering comparable
levels of performance and acceleration.
Renault continued to supply Red Bull Racing, sister
team Scuderia Toro Rosso as well as Lotus F1 Team,
but the era proved hard fought. A rethink of the
corporate strategy was required, and at the end of
2015 Renault announced it would return to team
ownership.

From 2016, the Renault name raced once again
race in F1, this time under the Renault Sport
Formula One Team banner. The aim was not just
to pay homage to the success of the past, but to
re-energise multiple platforms within Renault.
In parallel, Renault embarked on a new
adventure with DAMS in the nascent FIA
Formula E Championship, the first fully electric
racing series. Renault e.dams rose to the latest
challenge in winning the maiden championship
in 2014/15 but narrowly missed out on the
drivers’ title. The team came back even stronger
in 2015/16 by taking both titles at the last event
of the championship.

In its continuing role as a trailblazer, Renault uses
the global showcase to put the spotlight on its
know-how in electrical technology.
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5 x GP2 Series titles
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4 x GP2 Asia titles
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3 x Formula E titles
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3 x F3000 titles
(3x drivers’)
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V6 title (1x drivers’)

1 x A1GP title
(1x nations’)

3 x AutoGP titles
(1x drivers’, 2x teams’)
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Renault
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4 x Formula Renault
3.5 titles (2x drivers’,
2x teams’)

DAMS: A History of Success
DAMS is a professional racing team founded
in 1988 by Jean-Paul Driot to contest the FIA
International Formula 3000 Championship.
Based just a short distance from the legendary
Le Mans race circuit, it is one of Europe’s
most successful and prestigious motorsport
operations thanks to 28 years spent securing
race victories and titles across the globe.
The team enjoyed almost immediate success,
winning the 1989 F3000 Teams’ Championship
before clinching both the teams’ and drivers’
titles the following year with future Grand Prix
driver Erik Comas.
And it hasn’t looked back since. DAMS has now
captured 12 championship crowns in F3000
and its successor, the GP2 Series, most recently
sweeping the board by taking teams’ and
drivers’ honours in 2014 with Jolyon Palmer.

The GP2 Series is just one rung below
Formula One and provides the ideal training
ground for drivers headed towards the sport’s
highest echelon.
In 2014 DAMS joined forces with the new
e.dams team founded by Jean-Paul Driot
and Alain Prost to enter, with Renault,
the innovative all-electric FIA Formula E
Championship in its inaugural season. Renault
e.dams has taken the teams’ championship in
both of the past two campaigns and recently
won the 2015/16 drivers’ title with Sébastien
Buemi.
DAMS’ most recent new project has been to
move away from Formula Renault 3.5 – in
which the team took two drivers’ and two
teams’ titles – and join the GP3 Series. Pole
position and a podium finish marked a superb
debut in May.

In addition to its single-seater accolades,
DAMS also enjoys a varied history of
endurance racing, having overseen factory Le
Mans programmes for General Motors and
Panoz.
The team also clinched back-to-back Formula
Le Mans titles in 2009/10 and more recently
fielded an LMP2 prototype at Le Mans and
Petit Le Mans for privateer outfits.
DAMS mentors and develops young racers
to the demanding standards required by
modern-day F1. This has proven tremendously
successful and, to date, more than 31 DAMS
drivers have raced at the pinnacle of world
motorsport.
In short, DAMS is recognised as one of the
most successful and prestigious racing teams
in Europe.

Renault, The 100% Electic Vehicle Rolled Out On A Large Scale: From Vision To Success Story
•
•

•

The latest major advances in the
automobile industry revealed at the 2016
Paris Motor Show:
As of now, the Renault ZOE will have a
record autonomy of 400km NEDC, thanks
to a new “Z.E.40” battery. The new range
of the ZOE – twice as much as it had when
it was introduced in 2013 – is the largest
100% electric vehicle for sale to the public
available now on purchase.
A look back at the Renault’s strategy…

A Pioneering Strategy Of Innovation And
Leadership
A visionary of the future, Groupe Renault was
the first European manufacturer to launch
100% electric vehicles.

For Renault, the electric vehicle is, in fact, the
best technical solution to simultaneously meet
the four-pronged challenge of the increasing
scarcity of fossil fuels, climate change, urban
air pollution and the growing need for worldwide mobility. The group established an
electric vehicle development strategy and is
a standard bearer for sustainable mobility for
everyone.
In 2009, Carlos Ghosn announced Renault’s
ambition, which is unrivalled in the market, in
proposing a complete range of 100% electric
vehicles at an affordable price by the end of
2012. Mission accomplished.

“As a pioneer in electric vehicles, this year
Renault again confirmed its leadership in
Europe, despite the steady arrival of new
players in this market. Once again it is ahead
of the game with the ZOE’s autonomy now
doubled.”
Eric Feunteun
Electric Vehicle Division Director

In designing electric vehicles, Groupe Renault
has developed breakthrough technological
innovations in the automobile sector, while
also adopting a frugal conception to benefit
everyone.
Renault engineers have developed new 100%
electric automotive technology, in parallel
to the continuous progress of improving the
energy efficiency of combustion vehicles. This
leading technology integrates the economic
obligations of selling to the general public.
For Renault, in fact, innovation is only
worthwhile if it can be shared by everyone…
particularly since the electric vehicle must be
rolled out on a large scale to provide a real
answer to environmental challenges and public
health.
This approach corresponds with the group‘s
latest innovation : today, the Renault ZOE has
a record range of 400km NEDC (approximately
300km in normal use), thanks to its new
“Z.E.40” battery(1).
The new autonomy of the ZOE expands the
usage possibilities of an electric vehicle and lifts
the final psychological barriers linked to range.
Why not head off for the weekend in a ZOE?
This is now possible. In addition, its autonomy /
price ratio remains at the highest level. Another
step towards large-scale electric mobility!

has won several contracts with the likes of the
French Postal Service and in Norway and the
ERDF (Électricité Réseau Distribution France).
With 17,000 units sold, the Twizy spearheads
new mobility worldwide and is favoured in car
sharing in Europe as well as in North America.
The Renault Samsung Motors SM3 Z.E.
notchback is the best-selling electric vehicle in
Korea.
And of course… Renault remains the
only automobile manufacturer to offer a
complete range of electric vehicles that
responds to a variety of uses: from the ZOE
super-mini, the Kangoo Z.E. van, the urban
Twizy quadricycle and the Fluence/SM3 Z.E.
saloon.
While all being different, the group’s electric
vehicles have a common denominator in
representing today’s mobility: respectful of the
environment, ultra-connected and offering
exceptional driving sensations…
(1) ZOE equipped with a R75/90 motor and 15 or 16
inch PZE wheels

AN UNEQUALLED ELECTRIC EXPERTISE
Renault has a real expertise in electric mobility,
enhanced by its advance and leadership in the
electric vehicle market.

Renault has acquired expertise, both in the
design and marketing of electric vehicles and
Renault is still the sales leader, in the
the services that accompany them, plus in the
constantly growing electric vehicle market.
manufacture and maintenance of vehicles.
Renault’s technical expertise is primarily
More than 100,000 electric vehicles by Groupe
located in France, the group’s homeland for
Renault are already on the road. In 2016, more
the design and manufacture of vehicles and
than 1 electric vehicle in 4 sold in Europe is a
high value systems. Its electric vehicles have
Renault. On a world scale, the Renault-Nissan
been designed and conceived by the designers
Alliance is the leader with more than half of all
and engineers of the Renault Technocentre,
electric vehicles sales.
located in near Paris (Guyancourt). The
Kangoo Z.E models are built at the Renault
The ZOE is the best-selling electric vehicle in
Maubeuge factory (Northern France), the
Europe, dominating the market with a 23%
ZOE is built at the Flins Renault factory (near
market share among privately owned electric
Paris), which also assembles the battery. The
vehicles. The Kangoo Z.E. is the leading electric electric motor is produced by the Cléon Renault
utility vehicle in Europe for the third consecutive factory (Normandy), the housing ensuring the
year and is a reference among professionals. It
integration of the battery in the car, and the

ZOE front and rear axles come from the Le
Mans Renault factory (Western France).
Renault tests its electric technologies
in Formula E with a view to continually
improve the performance of production
electric vehicles.
The advanced technologies developed by
Renault for an implementation in Formula
E can contribute directly or indirectly to the
optimization of Renault production electric
vehicles.
A key player in motorsports and an electric
vehicle pioneer, Renault competes in the
Formula E Championship where it races
100% electric single-seater cars in city centres
around the world. During its first season of
competition, 2014/2015, Groupe Renault
contributed directly to the emergence of this
series of the future through a two-pronged
commitment: technical – as the builder of all
the cars in the field – and sporting as a partner
of the Renault e.dams teams founded by JeanPaul Driot and Alain Prost. During the summer
of 2015, the Renault e.dams won the 1st team
title in the history of Formula E.

delivers a maximum of 220Nm metres of
torque, generating strong acceleration in low
revs. Acceleration from 0 to 50kph, the most
frequent rev range in urban usage is 4 seconds.
The acceleration is fluid, perfectly linear and
smooth. It is as if the driver has the best
automatic transmission on the market.
Concurrently, the electric nature of the ZOE
induces a calm and relaxing driving style,
thanks to the absence of engine noise and
vibration. The decibel measurement in the
passenger compartment of the ZOE between
40 and 75kph is between 60 to 65dB, which
is two to three times less than a combustion
vehicle of equal power. The ZOE also comes
with a long list of equipment dedicated to
well-being: the pre-conditioning ensures
the passenger compartment is at the right
temperature (22°C) when the driver gets into
their ZOE; an active scent dispenser, toxicity
sensor and air ioniser are all incentives for easy
going driving.
The ZOE is also a reassuring vehicle. The safety
equipment is world-class with a score of 5 stars
at the conclusion of passive safety test done by
the independent Euro NCAP organisation.

in place frontally and laterally by a 4-point seat
belt and is protected by the innovative tubular
structure of the Zoe and the standard frontal
airbag.
The Kangoo Z.E. offers the same utility as
the combustion version
At 4.21m long, it has a cargo volume of 3
to 3.5 m3 thanks to the central placement
of the battery under the floorboard and a
payload of 650 kg. The asymmetric rear swing
doors and side loading door make it easier to
access the loading space. The Kangoo Z.E is
versatile and there is a “Maxi” version with 2
or 5 places. Professionals who spend a lot of
time in their vehicle are the first to appreciate
the advantages of electric power, like frank
acceleration in the low revs, perfectly linear
driving and the absence of vibration.
The Renault Samsung Motors SM3 Z.E. is the
variation of the combustion Fluence/SM3
sedan. Sold in South Korea, it is earmarked
for individual or fleet customers in search of a
statutory vehicle with an attractive line, with
a comfortable passenger compartment and
panoply of technology tools.

With the ZOE super-mini, electric driving finds
its quintessence

With the Twizy, Renault has designed a
And of course … exceptional driving
playful urban mobility concept.
sensations behind the wheel of the Formula E
The Twizy can accommodate 1 or 2 people, and open-wheel cars
there is a “Twizy 45” version available to 14 year
old driver without licenses. The “Twizy Cargo”
What do you like about driving the
version has a boot in place of a rear seat.
Formula E car?
I like it because it’s hard. It’s hard to drive to the
With ultra-compact dimensions (2.3m long,
limit and not make any mistakes, so fighting
1.24m wide) and a 3.4m turning radius, the
with the other drivers can be very exciting.
Twizy can negotiate the narrowest of streets
Sébastien Buemi
and parking places. On a routine city commute,
this reduces time spent by 25%, including
I just love driving on the streets. The circuits
parking. As for driving pleasure, barely 6
are narrow and tight and pass through
seconds is all that is needed to accelerate from
some very interesting cities – this wouldn’t
0 to 45kph, which is equal to the acceleration of
be possible with other racing formulae.
a 125cc scooter over 50 metres.
Nicolas Prost

The 100% electric super-mini is easy to handle
and fun to drive thanks to a chassis adapted
to electric characteristics and the work done
focusing on the tyres and shock absorbers.
Within a fraction of a second the electric motor

Comfort and safety are the Twizy’s other strong
attributes. The interior protects the driver from
bad weather. The centre of gravity is very low
and the chassis with four disc brake sticks to
the road. In the case of impact, the driver is held

Renault then developed its own powertrain
to equip the Renault e.dams team for the
2015/2016 season. In early July, 2016,
Renault e.dams defended its title in the team
championship, and also won the drivers’ title.
EXCEPTIONAL DRIVING SENSATIONS
At the wheel of Renault electric vehicles, the
driving is above else a surprising marriage of
calm and tonicity. Calm thanks to the absence
of engine noise, vibration and tonicity, thanks to
frank acceleration at low revs.

Renault: At The Forefront Of
Electric Vehicle Technology
Wellbeing, driving enjoyment, simplicity,
silent, odour free, our senses are never
wrong: electric vehicles are the future of the
automobile! On the racetracks of Formula
E as well as on the road, Renault is writing
this future with its range of 100% electric
vehicles.
With Formula E racing, the public has never
been so close to the drivers. By voting online,
spectators can give a speed boost during the
race to the three drivers who’ve earned the
most votes.
This digital, connected approach can also be
found in the on-board systems of the Renault
ZOE. Thanks to My ZE Online, a simple tap on
your smartphone lets you monitor the charge
status of your car and even lets you activate the
cabin’s pre-conditioning system. Ideal for winter
mornings, you can slip into a vehicle that’s
already warm without affecting the vehicle’s
range!
- Touch With Formula E racing, the public has never
been so close to the drivers. By voting online,
spectators can give a speed boost during the
race to the three drivers who’ve earned the
most votes.
This digital, connected approach can also be
found in the on-board systems of the Renault
ZOE. Thanks to My ZE Online, a simple tap on
your smartphone lets you monitor the charge
status of your car and even lets you activate the
cabin’s pre-conditioning system. Ideal for winter
mornings, you can slip into a vehicle that’s
already warm without affecting the vehicle’s
range!
- Hearing What’s motor racing without the revving of
the engines? Far from being totally silent, the
Renault e.dams racing car produces a futuristic
noise, mixing electric whistling and the screech
of tyres on asphalt, that’s still however far
quieter than the noise of a Formula One car.

This makes it all the more attractive for big
cities like Paris, London and Moscow which are
keen to welcome Formula E racing to the heart
of downtown.
As for ZOE, the silent workings and lack of
vibrations are relaxing for the driver and also
help to reduce noise pollution. Accordingly,
the sound level measured in the ZOE’s cabin
at speeds between 40 and 75 km/h is two
to three times quieter than in a combustion
powered vehicle of equivalent power.
For stress-free driving in built-up areas, ZOE
is equipped with a sound device to alert
pedestrians of the vehicle’s arrival. This system,
when activated by the driver, works between 1
to 30 km/h and offers three different sounds to
choose from: ‘Pure’, ‘Glam’ and ‘Sport’.
- Smell Don’t bother looking for an exhaust pipe on
the Renault e.dams racing car or on ZOE, there
aren’t any! 100% electric, these vehicles don’t
emit any polluting emissions* and have a
carbon footprint that’s 2 to 20 times lower than
combustion powered vehicles.
Renault has also equipped ZOE with an air
filter to trap bad smells and external pollutants,
a scent diffuser that releases relaxing or
stimulating scents, as well as an air ioniser to
eliminate bacteria found in the cabin.
- Sight Could there be anywhere more iconic than
Paris, the City of Lights, to go and see a
Formula E ePrix? In 2016, for the seventh
round of the championship, 18 cars raced at
more than 200km/h into the streets of the
capital, with the prestigious Hotel des Invalides
as their backdrop.
Far from being paradoxical, this formula E race
in such historic surroundings fits perfectly with
the image of the electric car: invented over
a century ago, this technology is more full of
life than ever. In this way, ZOE’s sleek design

and agile look suggest simplicity and driving
enjoyment. More than just a trend, it’s a real
window into the future.
- Taste A major player in the world of motor racing
for the last 115 years, Renault has set the
benchmark since the series inception in 2014
with two teams’ championship titles, one driver
title and nine wins.
The manufacturer known by its lozenge shaped
logo has brought this hunger for victory to
the teams in charge of the design, production
and marketing of ZOE: the best-selling electric
vehicle in Europe, with 18,727 units sold in
2015.
* Zero atmospheric emissions of CO2 or pollutants
while driving as per the NEDC certification cycle,
excluding wear and tear to parts.
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A Guide to Formula E
The FIA Formula E Championship is the world’s
first all-electric motor racing series. The concept
was initiated by FIA President Jean Todt as
a means to demonstrate the potential of
sustainable mobility, whilst also driving interest
among the general public in electric cars and
promoting sustainability.
Inspired by this vision, Formula E CEO Alejandro
Agag took the idea and created a global
entertainment brand with motor racing at its heart.
To get this ambitious project off the ground required
an enormous amount of effort, but by working with
world-leading partners in the motorsport industry
such as Renault, Williams, McLaren, Michelin and
SPARK, and inspiring global blue chip brands such
as DHL, Qualcomm and TAG Heuer to back the
project, in under two years Formula E turned from a
dream into reality.

When 20 all-electric racing cars lined up on
the grid for the inaugural Beijing ePrix in
September 2014, the cynics and the sceptics
were confounded. With names like Senna, Prost
and Piquet behind the wheel and teams such
as Renault, Andretti, Audi Sport ABT, and Virgin
Racing and team owners like Leonardo DiCaprio,
the championship attained a level of credibility
to rival the best championships in the world.
With TV partners such as FOX Sports, ITV and
TV Asahi, Formula E proved to be a big hit with
the fans too. Over 190 million tuned in to watch
the inaugural season across more than 100
countries around the world.
This reach was augmented by the
championship’s social accounts. Through
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube, the
series aspires to be the world’s leading digital
sport. Central to this is FanBoost, the unique
fan interaction concept that allows fans to vote

for their favourite driver to receive an additional
power boost in the race. This has inspired
Formula E’s teams and drivers to reach out to
their fans, creating a level of dialogue unrivalled
in motorsport.
But there’s more than just the racing and
social media. The Formula EJ has created a
bespoke soundtrack for the series that perfectly
complements the action on track and creates a
party atmosphere in between sessions.
In the eVillage, Formula E fans get to meet the
drivers at the autograph session and are witness
to the raw emotion of the podium ceremony,
breaking down the barrier between drivers and
fans that exists in traditional motorsport.
The quality of the at-race experience was
enjoyed by 391,000 spectators during Season 1,
while there have been an astonishing 4.7 billion
mentions on social media thus far. A remarkable
achievement for a series only just entering its
third season.

How Do You Win The Championship?
The FIA Formula E Championship consists of
both a drivers’ and teams’ championship. A
driver’s end of season total is made up of his/
her best results. A team’s total is made up by
counting both drivers’ scores throughout the
season.
What Is An ePrix?
Races, or ePrix, begin with a standing start.
The race lasts for approximately 50 minutes
with drivers making one mandatory pit stop
to change cars. In race mode the maximum
power is restricted to 170kW but the three
winning FanBoost drivers each receive an
extra 100kJ of energy to be used in a power
window between 180kW and 200kW.
How Many Practice Sessions?
There is typically a shakedown of thirty
minutes during which each driver can run a
maximum of six laps. Then there are two nonqualifying practice sessions that take place on
the morning of the day of the race. The first
has a maximum duration of 45 minutes. The
second starts at least 30 minutes after the
end of the first session and has a maximum
duration of 30 minutes. Drivers each have two
cars at their disposal with 200kW available
throughout.
How Is The Grid Decided?
Qualifying is a straight fight to set the fastest
time and determines the starting grid for the
race. The qualifying session lasts one hour and
sees drivers divided into groups, with each
group having six minutes to set their best
lap. Drivers are divided into the groups via a
lottery system – they literally pull their group
out of a hat in front of the general public! The
five fastest drivers of all sessions then go out
one-by-one in the Super Pole shoot-out. Full
power of 200kW is available throughout with
drivers only able to use one car. The driver
who sets the fastest time will start from pole
and will be awarded three points.

What Is Fanboost?
To engage with the public even more, fans
can give their favourite driver an extra speed
boost by voting for them via social media prior
to and during the opening six minutes of the
race. The three winning drivers receive an
additional 100kJ of energy in their second car
only to be used in a power window of 180kW
and 200kW. When deploying FanBoost it can
only be used once: a series of short bursts will
not be possible.
Why Do Drivers Switch Cars During The Race?
During races, drivers must make one
mandatory pit stop to change cars. This is due
to the battery autonomy that cannot last a full
race distance. The stop must take place in their
garage and be observed by an FIA steward
to ensure all safety equipment is correctly
applied. A minimum time period of 28 seconds
is also enforced.
How Many Points Are On Offer During A
Race Weekend?
During a race, drivers score points from first to
tenth, according to the below scale:
1st - 25pts
2nd - 18pts
3rd - 15pts
4th - 12pts
5th - 10pts
6th - 8pts
7th - 6pts
8th - 4pts
9th - 2pts
10th - 1pt

Three points are also awarded to the driver
securing pole position. The thrilling conclusion
of the Season 2 Visa London ePrix was
enlivened by a battle between Sébastien
Buemi and Lucas di Grassi to see who could
set the fastest lap and claim the two bonus
points, which would determine the title. While
this was a great spectacle, it was perhaps
unsporting that an 11-race championship
should ultimately be decided by a single lap,
so for Season 3 there will just be one point for
fastest lap.

2016/17 Formula E Calendar
MONTREAL

JULY 29/30
BERLIN

JUNE 10

HONG KONG

PARIS

OCTOBER 9

MAY 20
NEW YORK

JULY 15/16

MONACO

MAY 13

BRUSSELS

APRIL 23

MEXICO CITY

APRIL 1

MARRAKECH

BUENOS AIRES

NOVEMBER 12

FEBRUARY 18

Rd 1 - Hong Kong ePrix* - October 9
Rd 2 - Marrakech ePrix* - November 12
FIA Electric Mobility Forum - Las Vegas** - January 7
Rd 3 - Buenos Aires ePrix - February 18
Rd 4 - Mexico City ePrix - April 1
Rd 6 - Monaco ePrix - May 13
Rd 7 - Paris ePrix - May 20
* Subject to circuit homologation
** Special event

Rd 8 - Berlin ePrix - June 10
Rd 10 - Brussels ePrix* - July 1
Rd 11 - New York ePrix* - July 15
Rd 12 - New York ePrix* - July 16
Rd 13 - Montreal ePrix* - July 29
Rd 14 - Montreal ePrix* - July 30

Previous Results
2014/15

Race

Winner

Beijing,
China

Pole

Fastest lap

Seb result

Nico result

Lucas di Grassi
Nicolas Prost
(ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport) (e.dams Renault)

Takuma Sato
(Team Aguri)

DNF

12th

Putrajaya,
Malaysia

Sam Bird
(DS Virgin Racing)

Oriol Servia
(Dragon Racing)

Jaime Alguersuari
(DS Virgin Racing)

3rd

4th

Punta
del Este,
Uruguay

Sébastien Buemi
(e.dams Renault)

Jean-Eric Vergne
(Andretti)

Daniel Abt
(ABT Schaeffler
Audi Sport)

1st

7th

Buenos
Aires,
Argentina

Antonio Felix da Costa
(Team Aguri)

Sébastien Buemi
(e.dams Renault)

Sam Bird
(DS Virgin Racing)

DNF

2nd

Miami, USA

Nicolas Prost
(e.dams Renault)

Jean-Eric Vergne
(Andretti)

Nelson Piquet
(NEXTEV TCR)

13th

1st

Long Beach, Nelson Piquet Jr.
USA
(NEXTEV TCR)

Daniel Abt
(ABT Schaeffler
Audi Sport)

Nicolas Prost
(Renault e.dams)

4th

14th

Monaco

Sébastien Buemi
(e.dams Renault)

Sébastien Buemi
(e.dams Renault)

Jean-Eric Vergne
(Andretti)

1st

6th

Berlin,
Germany

Jerome D’Ambrosio
(Dragon Racing)

Jarno Trulli
(Trulli)

Nelson Piquet Jr.
(NEXTEV TCR)

2nd

10th

Moscow,
Russia

Nelson Piquet Jr.
(NEXTEV TCR)

Jean-Eric Vergne
(Andretti)

Sébastien Buemi
(e.dams Renault)

9th

8th

London, UK

Sébastien Buemi
(e.dams Renault)

Sébastien Buemi
(e.dams Renault)

Lucas di Grassi
(ABT Schaeffler
Audi Sport)

1st

7th

London, UK

Sam Bird
(DS Virgin Racing)

Stephane Sarrazin
(Venturi)

Sam Bird
(DS Virgin Racing)

5th

10th

2014/15 Team Standings

Team

Points

1.

e.dams Renault

232

2.

Dragon Racing

171

3.

Audi Sport ABT

165

4.

NEXTEV TCR Formula E Team

152

5.

Virgin Racing

133

6.

Andretti

119

7.

Amlin Aguri

66

8.

Mahindra Racing Formula E Team

58

9.

Venturi

53

10.

Trulli

17

2014/15 Driver Standings

Driver

Team

Points

1.

Nelson Piquet (Brazil)

NEXTEV TCR

144

2.

Sébastien Buemi (Switzerland)

e.dams Renault

143

3.

Lucas di Grassi (Brazil)

Audi Sport ABT

133

4.

Jerome D'Ambrosio (Belgium)

Dragon Racing

113

5.

Sam Bird (Great Britain)

Virgin Racing

103

6.

Nicolas Prost (France)

e.dams Renault

88

7.

Jean-Eric Vergne (France)

Virgin Racing

70

8.

Antonio Felix da Costa (Portugal)

Amlin Aguri

51

9.

Loic Duval (France)

Dragon Racing

42

10. Bruno Senna (Brazil)

Mahindra Racing

40

11. Daniel Abt (Germany)

Audi Sport ABT

32

12. Nick Heidfeld (Germany)

Mahindra Racing

31

13. Jaime Alguersuari (Spain)

Virgin Racing

30

14. Stéphane Sarrazin (France)

Venturi

22

15. Franck Montagny (France)

Andretti

18

16. Scott Speed (USA)

Andretti

18

17. Karun Chandhok (India)

Mahindra Racing

18

18. Charles Pic (France)

NEXTEV TCR

16

19. Oriol Servià (Spain)

Dragon Racing

16

20. Jarno Trulli (Italy)

Trulli

15

21. Salvador Duran (Mexico)

Amlin Aguri

13

22. Oliver Turvey (Great Britain)

NEXTEV TCR

4

23. Vitantonio Liuzzi (Italy)

Trulli

2

24. Takuma Sato (Japan)

Amlin Aguri

2

25. Justin Wilson (Great Britain)

Andretti

1

26. Ho-Pin Tung (China)

NEXTEV TCR

0

27. Antonio Garcia (Spain)

NEXTEV TCR

0

28. Simona de Silvestro (Switzerland)

Andretti

0

29. Michela Cerruti (Italy)

Trulli

0

30. Marco Andretti (USA)

Andretti

0

31. Matthew Brabham (Australia)

Andretti

0

32. Fabio Leimer (Switzerland)

Virgin Racing

0

33. Alex Fontana (Switzerland)

Trulli

0

34. Katherine Legge (Great Britain)

Amlin Aguri

0

35. Sakon Yamamoto (Japan)

Amlin Aguri

0

Previous Results
2015/16

Race

Winner

Pole

Fastest lap

Seb result

Nico result

Beijing,
China

Sébastien Buemi (Renault
e.dams)

Sébastien Buemi
(Renault e.dams)

Sébastien Buemi
(Renault e.dams)

1st

DNF

Putrajaya,
Malaysia

Lucas di Grass
(ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport)

Sébastien Buemi
(Renault e.dams)

Sébastien Buemi
(Renault e.dams)

12th

10th

Punta
del Este,
Uruguay

Sébastien Buemi (Renault
e.dams)

Jérome d’Ambrosio Sébastien Buemi
(Dragon Racing)
(Renault e.dams)

1st

5th

Buenos
Aires,
Argentina

Sam Bird
(DS Virgin Racing)

Sam Bird
(DS Virgin Racing)

2nd

5th

Mexico City,
Mexico

Jérome d’Ambrosio (Dragon
Racing)

Antonio Felix da
Nicolas Prost
Costa (Team Aguri) (Renault e.dams)

2nd

3rd

Long Beach, Lucas di Grassi
USA
(ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport)

Antonio Felix da
Sébastien Buemi
Costa (Team Aguri) (Renault e.dams)

16th

11th

Paris, France Lucas di Grassi
(ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport)

Sam Bird
(DS Virgin Racing)

Nick Heidfeld
(Mahindra Racing)

3rd

4th

Berlin,
Germany

Sébastien Buemi
(Renault e.dams)

Jean-Eric Vergne
(DS Virgin Racing)

Bruno Senna
(Mahindra Racing)

1st

4th

London, UK

Nicolas Prost
(Renault e.dams)

Nicolas Prost
(Renault e.dams)

Nelson Piquet Jr
(NEXTEV TCR)

5th

1st

London, UK

Nicolas Prost
(Renault e.dams)

Sébastien Buemi
(Renault e.dams)

Sébastien Buemi
(Renault e.dams)

15th

1st

2015/16 Team Standings

Team

Points

1.

Renault e.dams

270

2.

ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport

221

3.

DS Virgin Racing Formula E Team

144

4.

Dragon Racing

143

5.

Mahindra Racing Formula E Team

105

6.

Venturi Formula E Team

77

7.

Andretti Formula E Race Team

49

8.

Team Aguri

32

9.

NEXTEV TCR Formula E Team

19

Jérome d’Ambrosio
(Dragon Racing)

2015/16 Driver Standings

Driver

Team

Points

1.

Sébastien BUEMI (Switzerland)

Renault e.dams

155

2.

Lucas DI GRASSI (Brazil)

ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport

153

3.

Nicolas PROST (France)

Renault e.dams

115

4.

Sam BIRD (Great Britain)

DS Virgin Racing Formula E Team

88

5.

Jérôme D'AMBROSIO (Belgium)

Dragon Racing

83

6.

Stéphane SARRAZIN (France)

Venturi Formula E Team

70

7.

Daniel ABT (Germany)

ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport

68

8.

Loïc DUVAL (France)

Dragon Racing

60

9.

Jean-Eric VERGNE (France)

DS Virgin Racing Formula E Team

56

10. Nick HEIDFELD (Germany)

Mahindra Racing Formula E Team

53

11. Bruno SENNA (Brazil)

Mahindra Racing Formula E Team

52

12. Robin FRIJNS (Netherlands)

Andretti Formula E Race Team

45

13. Antonio Felix DA COSTA (Portugal)

Team Aguri

28

14. Oliver TURVEY (Great Britain)

NEXTEV TCR Formula E Team

11

15. Nelson PIQUET JR (Brazil)

NEXTEV TCR Formula E Team

8

16. Mike CONWAY (Great Britain)

Venturi Formula E Team

7

17. Nathanaël BERTHON (France)

Team Aguri

4

18. Simona DE SILVESTRO (Switzerland)

Andretti Formula E Race Team

4

19. Qing Hua MA (China)

Team Aguri

0

20. Jacques VILLENEUVE (Canada)

Venturi Formula E Team

0

21. Oliver ROWLAND (Great Britain)

Mahindra Racing Formula E Team

0

22. Salvador DURAN (Mexico)

Team Aguri

0

23. René RAST (Germany)

Team Aguri

0

The Competition

Driver

Team

ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport

Lucas di Grassi (BRA)
Daniel Abt (GER)

Andretti Formula E

Robin Frijns (NL)
Antonio Felix da Costa (POR)

Faraday Future Dragon Racing

Jérôme d’Ambrosio (BEL)
Loic Duval (FRA)

DS Virgin Racing

Sam Bird (GBR)
Jose Maria Lopez (ARG)

Jaguar Racing

Adam Carroll (GBR)
Mitch Evans (NZL)

Mahindra Racing

Nick Heidfeld (GER)
Felix Rosenqvist (SWE)

NextEV NIO

Nelson Piquet (BRA)
Oliver Turvey (GBR)

Renault e.dams

Sébastien Buemi (CH)
Nicolas Prost (FRA)

Techeetah

Jean-Eric Vergne (FRA)
Ma Qing Hua (CHN)

Venturi Formula E

Stéphane Sarrazin (FRA)
Maro Engel (GER)

Our Partners

HP
HP Inc. creates technology that makes life better for everyone, everywhere. Through our portfolio of printers, PCs, mobile devices, solutions, and
services, we engineer experiences that amaze. More information about HP Inc. is available at http://www.hp.com.

Richard Mille
The first watch to carry Richard Mille’s name was the RM 001, in 2001. The model marked the beginning of a new era in watchmaking. Today,
the collection’s more than sixty models point resolutely towards the future, while holding steadfast to the time-honoured traditions of fine
watchmaking. Richard Mille’s success is founded upon three crucial elements: the best in technical innovation, the best of artististic and
architectural features that contribute to the watch’s ergonomy, and the best of fine watchmaking’s heritage and culture. From the very inception
of the brand, Richard Mille has endeavoured to apply to the haute horlogerie the techniques and materials found in the most innovative sectors,
from the domain of F1 racing car development to the aerospace industry, with the goal of creating an extreme timepiece, without compromise,
without gimmicks.

Lemo Connectors
LEMO is the acknowledged leader in the design and manufacture of precision custom connection and cable solutions. LEMO’s high quality
Push-Pull connectors are found in a variety of challenging application environments including medical, automotive, industrial control, test and
measurement, audio-video and telecommunications.
LEMO has been designing precision connectors for seven decades. Offering more than 75,000 combinations of product that continue to grow
through custom specific designs, LEMO and its affiliated sister companies REDEL, NORTHWIRE and COELVER currently serve more than
100,000 customers in over 80 countries around the world.

8JS
Created by Sacha Prost, son of Alain Prost, and his sister-in-law Delphine Prost, 8Js has the essence and authenticity of racing running in its
blood. Throughout the 60’s and 70’s, formula one has seen some of the most charismatic drivers of all times. Names like Jo, Jack, Jim or James
were very common amongst them.
8 represents the infinity in rememberance of those astonishing years. 8Js was born !
8Js defines itself as an effortlessly chic and sportyline. 8Js thrives to inspire a choice of lifestyle akin to those revered legends. Just like bringing
the world’s most powerful engines to ultimate precision and optimum performance, 8Js strives to elaborate and create garments of the highest
quality.
The brand’s uncompromising attitude towards excellence, both in design and build, has led to all of its clothes being manufactured in Italy by
a series of expert artisans. By creating the right balance between soft and strong material for each piece, 8Js pays tribute to the race-suits
and gear of racing drivers and their comfortable but durable properties. In fact, the brand inherited a large range of details from the world of
motorsports such as gunmetal parts akin to those of mechanical parts, red racing lines, race-suit collars, squared quilt stitching patterns and
many more. Faithful to its legacy, 8Js conveys these specific elements with an elegant contemporary approach.

Keep In Touch...
Keep up to date with the latest news from
Renault e.dams on our website www.
renaultedams.com or follow us on social
media :
Twitter :		
Facebook :
Instagram :
Snapchat :

@renaultedams
@renaultedams
renault_e.dams
renault_edams

Media contact details
media@e-dams.com
Photos
A wide selection of photos of the team on and
off track can be found in the media area of
www.renaultedams.com.
Login : 		
Password :

Renaultedams
champions

Video imagery
Renault e.dams has an archive of video
material available for media editorial use.
Please contact media@e-dams.com with your
specific requests.
Race highlights and a range of unique video
content can also be found via Formula E
Holdings. Visit the FIA Formula E website,
specifically http://fiaformulae.com/en/media/
video-galleries/ for content or contact
media@fiaformulae.com detailing your request.

Media accreditation
We’d love to see you at a race. If you would like
to apply for a media pass, visit http://media.
fiaformulae.com/accreditation-register.aspx for
deadlines and details of the next stage in the
accreditation process. Deadlines for requests are
generally two weeks before the event. For further
details or information on the accreditation
process, please contact
mediaaccreditation@fiaformulae.com

